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QUESTION 1

Which of the following are valid KVM parameters? (Choose THREE correct answers.) 

A. -drive file=iscsi://user%password@fileserver/iqn.2001-04.com.example/1 

B. -drive file=rsync://user%password@fileserver:/tmp/file.iso,media=cdrom,readonly 

C. -drive file=ssh://user@host/tmp/file.img 

D. -drive file=imap://user:password@mailserver:/INBOX/Wufnc6MjYp@mailgate 

E. -drive file=http://user:password@fileserver/pub/linux.iso,media=cdrom,readonly 

Correct Answer: ACE 

 

QUESTION 2

Which actions should be taken in a load balanced cluster in order to protect the load balancer against outages? 

A. Load balancers cannot be protected against outages which is why they should always be built on dedicated
hardware. 

B. No actions are necessary as a load balancer cannot become a single point of failure. 

C. Two or more load balancers should be deployed as a cascade that passes packets from one to the other. 

D. Two load balancers should be deployed as a failover cluster. 

E. Load balancers are used for performance and scalability reasons only and cannot be used to archive high availability
clusters. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

What is the task of the Cluster Logical Volume Manager, CLVM? 

A. It segments the cluster nodes into several logical groups that are always fenced together. 

B. It balances incoming TCP connections to a logical service to several backend nodes. 

C. It makes logical volumes on shared storage available to all cluster nodes. 

D. It allows several nodes to share file system locks in order to access the same files simultaneously. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4
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Which of the following circumstances prevent the usage of container based virtualization? (Choose TWO correct
answers.) 

A. More than one container requires access to block devices available in the host system. 

B. Remote access via SSH is required to all containers. 

C. Each container needs to have its own user accounts and user groups. 

D. Administrators of containers must be able to install customized Linux kernels. 

E. Different operating systems are to be used within containers on the same virtualization host. 

Correct Answer: DE 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following statements are true regarding VirtualBox? 

A. It supports only Linux as a guest operating system. 

B. It is available for Linux only. 

C. It provides both a graphical user interface and command line tools to administer virtual machines. 

D. It requires dedicated shared storage as it cannot store virtual machine disk images locally on block devices of the
virtualization host. 

E. It is a special kernel booted before the first regular operating system. 

Correct Answer: C 
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